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Abstract—NFV ecosystem is flourishing and more and more NF platforms appear, but this makes NF vendors difficult to deliver NFs rapidly to diverse platforms. We propose an NF development framework named NFD for cross-platform NF development. NFD’s main idea is to decouple the functional logic from the platform logic—it provides a platform-independent language to program NFs’ behavior models, and a compiler with interfaces to develop platform-specific plugins. By enabling a plugin on the compiler, various NF models would be compiled to executables integrated with the target platform. We prototype NFD, build 14 NFs, and support 6 platforms (standard Linux, OpenNetVM, GPU, SGX, DPDK, OpenNF). Our evaluation shows that NFD can save development workload for cross-platform NFs and output valid and performant NFs.

I. INTRODUCTION

The ecosystem of network function virtualization (NFV) has gradually matured over the past few years. Network clients propose the requirement of in-network functionalities; network operators would adopt one of the various NF platforms as the runtime environment or management framework for NFs, e.g., Azure VFP [1], OpenNF [2], E2 [3], LeanNFV [4], AWS Nitro [5], etc.; NF vendors1 would provide various software NFs; and integration of the platform and NFs would be established to serve network clients (e.g., cloud tenants or enterprise network users).

However, the diversity in NF platforms and NF logic and the long business cycle of NF software development could slow down the NF developers to deliver NFs. On the one hand, there is a huge number of combinations of environments and NFs — an increasing number of NF platforms are proposed for different reasons, e.g., acceleration (DPDK, SR-IOV, AWS Nitro [5]), security (SGX), scalability (Azure VFP [1], OpenNF [2]), and manageability (E2 [3], LeanNFV [4]); and NFs can be highly customized for different network users, e.g., load balancer with blacklisting, or unbalanced load balancer for heterogeneous backends.

On the other hand, developing or porting an NF to a specific platform involves a non-trivial business cycle — developers need to spend efforts understanding NF logic, decoupling and rewriting the environmental logic, developing and testing. Such a contradiction would potentially slow down NF vendors to deliver NFs and become an obstacle to the prosperity of the NFV technology.

In this paper, we would explore the possibility to build an NF development framework which can rapidly build NFs for diverse platforms. We make an empirical study on several existing NF platforms, and categorize them to two classes — execution environments and management platforms. The first class requires NFs to be developed with a certain piece of logic to be explicitly declared (i.e., programming abstractions), and the second class needs both declared a piece of logic and instrument logic to the NF program structure.

Therefore, we design an NF development framework named NFD. NFD consists of a domain-specific language (DSL) and a compiler. The NF language is platform-independent and has several built-in programming abstractions (we summarize them from existing frameworks and also add our own abstractions). The compiler backend has interfaces to operate on the NF program syntax tree so that programmer can instrument the program structure. Such a design decouples NF’s functional logic and environmental logic — developing m NF models and n platform plugins could achieve mn NF implementations (m + n < mn when m > 1 and n > 1).

Scope. NFD is constructed based on the empirical study of existing platforms. It can support these existing platforms, but has no guarantee to support possible platforms in the future. But as long as the platform has the same development requirements to NFs — specific programming abstractions and certain program structures — new platforms can be integrated to NFD following the same methodology in this paper.

We prototype NFD, and develop 14 NFs on 6 platforms. The platforms are standard Linux, DPDK, GPU, SGX, OpenNF, and OpenNetVM. The evaluation shows that NFD can be used to develop NFs with environmental adaptation, correct logic, and satisfactory performance. In this paper, we make the following contributions.

• Design and prototype NFD, the first solution for cross-platform NF development. NFD leverages domain-specific language and compiler technologies to decouple packet processing logic and environment adaption logic, which can significantly reduce NF delivery cycle.

• Implement and contribute 14 NFs on 6 platforms as well as a commodity equivalent complex NF to the community. These NFs are validated to have correct functional logic and satisfactory performance compared with commodity NFs, and the development process shows the NFD can reduce development workload for cross-platform NFs.

Wenfei Wu is the corresponding author.

1They can be the NF developers in Azure or AWS [1], or traditional device vendors who provide software version, e.g., Palo Alto Networks or Cisco or Juniper, or new NFV startups [4].
development workload.

II. PROBLEM ANALYSIS

We elaborate the empirical study on existing NF platforms and the intuition from them. And then we give the overview of the development framework.

A. Study of NF Platforms

NF platforms fall into two categories. Some of them focus on improve NF performance or security in the data plane, and the others focus on the interaction of NFs with the control plane.

1) Execution Environments: A class of NF frameworks provide new execution environments to NFs [5]–[11], and they usually replace a certain piece of logic in NFs with optimized implementation.

Example of accelerating NF I/O. Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK) allows an application to send/receive packets directly to/from NICs, which bypasses the protocol stack in OS kernels. DPDK can significantly accelerate packet I/O in NFs, and thus draws wide attention [6]. To apply DPDK in many existing NFs, the NF developers need to identify the packet I/O logic in NF programs and replace the I/O function as well as the corresponding data structure — replace the char* pkt and pcap_loop() in libpcap by struct rte_mbuff and rte_eth_rx_burst() in DPDK.

Example of accelerating pattern match in NFs. GPU naturally supports parallel processing, which is applied in NFs to process multiple packets or multiple chunks in one packet in parallel (e.g., pattern match, parallel encryption [7]–[9]). When applying GPU acceleration, NF developers need to identify the location of the operators2, build the GPU-based implementation, and conduct the replacement. Similarly as the example above, this replacement needs to be performed on NFs one by one.

Example of securing NF states. Outsourcing NFs into an untrusted environment (e.g., a public cloud) usually causes security concerns for NF users. A set of work proposes to apply Intel SGX to protect NF states from the untrusted underlying OS [10], [11]. However, this modification is still non-trivial: the NF developer needs to identify the sensitive code and data in the NF (usually NF states) and seal them with SGX abstractions. For example, when Han et al. port an IDS to Intel SGX, it brings about 2.5k extra lines of code in the modification [11].

Intuition. We observe that the development (or porting) of NFs for the platforms usually focus on a specific piece of logic and implement it in an optimized way. Thus, the intuition to build NFs universal to these platforms is to use high-level programming abstractions to replace the code in the programs, and use the compiler to link the programming abstractions to platform-dependent implementation at link time.

2) Management Platforms: The second class of NF platforms [1]–[4] integrate NFs with the control plane from better management. They still operate on a certain piece of logic, but they further need to instrument NFs to achieve the interaction.

Example of integrating NFs with state management framework. OpenNF is a network controller which jointly controls flow routing and NF placement in a network. It could flexibly scale NFs out and in. To integrate an NF with OpenNF, the NF developer needs to add a local agent in an NF, which communicates with the OpenNF controller and operates on NF local states (add/remove/modify). This is usually not a trivial process; as described by [2], [12], modifying PRADS and Snort takes more than 100 man-hours respectively.

Intuition. We observe that these platforms not only operate on a piece of logic in NFs but also need to instrument the program to interact with that logic in the NF program structure. Thus, the intuition to build NFs for these platforms is to further build a compiler backend, which can traverse the NF program structure and apply changes to all NFs.

B. Solution Overview

Towards the goal of building rapid development framework, we take two techniques to build our solution — domain specific language and program compilation time optimization (more precisely, it should be transformation).

We propose an NFD language to program NFs. The language first contains common language elements such as basic types, expressions, statements, and control flows in high-level language (e.g., C/C++). More importantly, it declares some certain elements as programming abstractions. The programming abstractions are summarized from the individual NF porting cases [2], [11], current NF development frameworks (e.g., Netbricks [13]), and some network management solutions (e.g., NF placement, verification). NF developers use the language to write NF (behavior) models.

As Fig.1 shows, NFD has a compiler to translate the model to an executable and integrate platform specific features. The compilation process first translate an NF model to a syntax tree (compiler frontend parser), and then traverse the syntax tree to generate runnable code (compiler backend). NFD compiler’s backend would generate C/C++ code in Linux in preliminary, and also provides interfaces of (1) the syntax tree of the NF model and (2) a tree traversal API, which can overwrite the tree-to-code translate or instrument other logic. Thus, a platform developer could use the interfaces to build platform “plugins”. By combining an NF model and a platform plugin,
NFD would generate executable that both has the NF model functionality and adapts to the platform.

III. NFD LANGUAGE AND NF MODELS

We introduce the NFD modeling language and the corresponding NF programming abstractions. And later we show the representative SMAT model structure and several NF examples.

A. NF Modeling Language

The syntax and its semantics can express common programming abstractions in NF programming frameworks [3], [13], [15]–[17], [20]–[23], including packet parsing ($f[h]$), parsing field ($f[TAG]$), and user-defined ($Func_Name(*arg)$). They are in the class of “Expr_Op”. In NFD, we implement “Encrypt” (encrypting a byte stream), “PatternMatch” (searching a pattern in a byte stream), “Hasher” (arithmetic, e.g., $+$, $-$, $\times$, $\div$, $\mod$), set ($\cap$, $\cup$, $\setminus$), index ($\langle \rangle$, $\{ \}$), and user-defined (PatternMatch) relation operators. Log Op($x$, ...) stands for logical operators: and, or, not.

The \textit{Expr}($e$, $e_1$, $e_2$, ...) operator is an abbreviation of various operations: arithmetic ($+$, $-$, $\times$, $\div$, $\mod$), set ($\cap$, $\cup$, $\setminus$), index ($\langle \rangle$, $\{ \}$), and user-defined (\textit{Encrypt}, \textit{Hash}, \textit{NAT}) operators.

We provide a corresponding implementation like void \textit{Func_Name(*arg)}. They are in the class of “Expr_Op”. In NFD, we implement “Encrypt” (encrypting a byte stream), “PatternMatch” (searching a pattern in a byte stream), “Hash” (in hash-based load balancer), and “NAT” (a non-replacement IP sampling algorithm for IP translation). We also create two long-neglected abstractions in NFD—state abstraction and time-driven logic abstraction.

State abstraction. An NF state is usually associated with a flow of certain granularity, and all operations on the state should fall on one specific instance of that granularity. For example, a 5-tuple “per-flow packet counter” is actually not one counter, but stands for a set of instances with each instance counting one 5-tuple flow’s packets. Such states are usually declared as a group of variables in existing frameworks (e.g., array “int counter[1000]” or “map<flow, int> counter”), each state update needs to be accompanied with a lookup operation in the group of variables.

NFD uses a class to abstract the NF state. The state class has an attribute describing its granularity (i.e., a list of header fields, e.g., 5-tuple). The class maintains concrete instances of the same granularity internally, and all operations upon the state class would fall on an instance (by default of the current flow in processing). In the per-flow counter example above, the counter should be declared as

\begin{verbatim}
int counter <sip, dip, sport, dport, proto> = 0.
\end{verbatim}

The instances of a state class are allocated on demand: NFD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I: Derived symbols in NFD language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>symbols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f[h]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f[TAG]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$ Abbreviation for A rule: $h_1 = v_1 \land h_2 = v_2 \land \ldots$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f \in R$ Abbrev for a flow-rule match: $f[h] = v_1 \land [h_2] = v_2 \land \ldots$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$ Abbreviation for a rule set: ${t_1, t_2, \ldots}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2: NFD language for NF models

Figure 2 shows the NFD language syntax. Note that this language is a summary of several existing solutions [14]–[17]—it could equivalently express the same semantics as existing solutions, but is also enriched with several new abstractions (§ III-B). Alternative language designs are also acceptable as long as they can express NF logic.

NFD language contains basic language elements in general high-level programming languages (e.g., C++, Rust), including basic types, expressions, statements, and control flows, so that the language can be \textit{semantically complete} to express all existing NFs developed in high-level languages. The semantics of these elements are the same as that in the high-level language, and we omit it here for space. A formal definition of the language semantics is in [18].

We further introduce a few NF specific extension. The extension does not change the program language syntax, but it explicitly declares some elements as NF specific logic. We reserve a few keywords (sip, dip, etc.etc.) to represent packet header fields, they refer to the current packet at runtime. We explicitly declare NF state as “state variable”.

We further define a few derived symbols and notations in Table I to simplify the text description. The “[]” operator has multiple meanings: (1) if the input is a packet header field (e.g., sip, dip), it would parse the packet to the corresponding layer and further fetch or modify the field value; (2) if the input is a tag (e.g., BR, output in §III-C), the operator would look up or modify the map structure [19]; (3) if the input is an attribute (e.g., size in the rate limiter example below),

\begin{verbatim}
int counter <sip, dip, sport, dport, proto> = 0.
\end{verbatim}

The $\textit{Expr}($e$, e_1, e_2, \ldots)$ operator is an abbreviation of various operations: arithmetic ($+,-,\times,\div,\mod$), set ($\cap,\cup,\setminus$), index ($\langle \rangle,\{ \}$), and user-defined (\textit{Encrypt}, \textit{Hash}, \textit{NAT}) operators. $\textit{Rel}($x_1, x_2, \ldots)$ stands for relations: equality($=$, $\neq$), scalar($>,<\), set ($\subset,\in$), and user-defined (PatternMatch) relation operators. $\textit{Log} Op($x$, \ldots$) stands for logical operators: and, or, not.
overrides all operators to the state class; once a state is operated on, the operator function would first check whether “current flow” has an corresponding instance of that state; if no, a new instance of the flow would be created and added to the state instance map; and then the operator proceeds with the instance. Figure 3 shows the implementation of the state class in the per-flow monitor example including attributes, instances, and an overridden operator + +.

**Time-driven logic abstractions.** Some NFs contain time-driven logic: for example, a rate limiter “periodically” refreshes tokens for packet dispatching. This abstraction was not proposed in existing NF development frameworks. NFD captures it by adding an operator \( \text{timer}(\text{flow}, \Delta t) \) to describe resubmitting a flow after time \( \Delta t \), which complements the NF time-driven logic.

**Advantage.** Using programming abstractions instead of self-development has two benefits. (1) It helps the developer to reuse the code and avoid making mistakes. For example, using the state abstraction above can save development effort to rebuild it, and avoid mistakenly declaring a state in Figure 3 as a single variable). (2) It helps NFD to locate the “platform specific target piece of logic” in the future platform integration (§ V). For example, the state abstraction helps to find the state and integrate to state management system [2].

**C. A Model and Use Cases**

**Fig. 4:** SMAT syntax

We show a few cases where NFs are developed using NFD. As discussed a few existing works [24] and exercised by industry [1], a wide range of NFs can be implemented as a stateful match-action table (SMAT), whose structure can be expressed as Fig. 4 in NFD. We visualize the programs in tables for a better view and space limitation. SMAT’s semantics is that each entry first match flows and states, and if the match result is true, the action is taken and stopped, otherwise, proceed to the next row (i.e., the first match applies).

Figure 5 shows the example of a stateful Firewall, a stateful NAT, and a load balancer that stores the consistent mapping of a flow to a backend server. In addition, we design a rate limiter to validate the \( \text{timer} \) operator—a rate limiter in Figure 6. It uses the leaky bucket algorithm: the rate limiter refreshes tokens periodically; and for each traversing packet, if there are enough tokens left, it is sent by consuming them; otherwise, it is discarded.

**IV. NF Compilation**

NFD compiles NF models to NF programs and also provides the syntax tree of the NF model.

**NF Code Generation.** NFD compiles an NF model to a C++ NF program by the following transformation. (1) Most basic elements (e.g., control flows, expressions, predicates, and policies) in NFD language can be implemented in C++ directly. (2) States are declared and initialized as global variables at the beginning of the program. (3) Time-driven logic is incorporated as Fig. 7 depicts. The program initialization and the flow processing can add time events to the timer event queue; the timer signal handler calls the flow processing logic recursively. The timer signal is masked at the beginning of each pass of flow processing and unmasked at the end. Thus, timer events would not interfere with the flow processing iteration, preventing timer events from preempting flow processing and mistakenly polluting states in use. (4) All NFs share a common program skeleton for packet I/O: the compiler declares and initializes states at the beginning of the program, wraps up NF model code in an infinite loop and adds a flow receiving/sending function at the beginning/end of the loop. Thus, the NF program would repeatedly fetch and process flows.

**Fig. 5:** Examples of NF models

**Fig. 6:** The model of a rate limiter

**Fig. 7:** NF program structure
After compilation, most basic language elements are naturally supported by C++ (e.g., arithmetic operator, control flows). Remaining operations are supported by the NFD library including some complicated operators (e.g., “PatternMatch”, “Encrypt”), “flow” class with “[]” as in § III-A and “state” class as in § III-B. In the final compilation from a C++ program to a binary executable, they would be linked together.

![Fig. 8: A part of the syntax tree of a SMAT](image)

**NF Syntax Tree.** An NF model built on the NFD language syntax would follow a tree structure: deriving a program to composing sections (i.e., I/O, initialization, model), deriving each section to statements (i.e., match and action), and deriving each statement to basic symbols (variables, constants, and variables).

For example, Fig. 8 shows the syntax tree of a SMAT, where the root “program” derives an “init” block and a “loop” block, the “Match-Action Table” block derives multiple “entry” blocks, and each entry can derive the predicate and policy statements (omitted in the figure). The variables, constants, and operators in predicate and policy statements are basic symbols, and the remaining nodes are deriving symbols.

V. NF-ENVIRONMENT INTEGRATION

NFD provides interfaces to operate on NF syntax tree, by which environmental features can be added to the NF program. We show the cases in § V-B, where the integration is performed automatically using NFD.

**A. Programming Interfaces**

The programmable interfaces for platform integration are a tree traversal function and per-symbol callback functions. (1) According to the NFD syntax, NFD compiler would generate one callback function for each symbol. For example, it would generate a `visitSMAT()` for the symbol SMAT and a `visitEntry()` for Entry in Fig.8. These callback functions are initially empty, but can be overridden by programmer to add their logic. (2) NFD provide a tree-traversal function for syntax trees. The function is input with a syntax tree, it traverses the tree with a depth-first-search (DFS) order. When visiting each node on the syntax tree, the function would check the type of the node (e.g., SMAT or Entry or Init) and invoke the corresponding callback function.

Note that the preliminary compilation in § IV is also implemented by this interface. The preliminary compiler traverses the NF model’s syntax tree and translate each node to corresponding C/C++ implementation. Integrating an NF with new platform needs the programmer to inherit the preliminary compiler and override the per-symbol callback function. Programmers can add new logic in the callback function or even replace the original one. We call the class that inheriting the compiler a “platform plugin”.

**B. Use Cases**

We walk through the examples in §II to show how NFD performs the integration.

**Example of IO acceleration with DPDK.** We first identify the abstraction of IO is “Receive” symbol. Then we inherit the preliminary compiler and create a DPDK platform plugin named DPKVisitor. In the plugin we override the callback function named `visitReceive()`. In the callback function `visitReceive()`, we do not call the super class (i.e. the compiler), but add DPDK implementation (`rgel_eth_rx_burst()`). In other callback functions, we just call the super class’s method. We execute the `DPDKVisitor.visit(syntax_tree)` to traverse the syntax tree again to generate new programs; the IO logic is replaced and others are not changed.

**Example of GPU acceleration.** Similarly to the DPDK acceleration, GPU acceleration is to override the operator `PatternMatch()`. It use an GPU implementation to replace the CPU one.

**Example of integrating with OpenNF.** Integrating to OpenNF is a bit complicated, but the workflow is the same. Each NF needs to make three modifications: (1) adding the agent code which starts the agent thread in the initialization, (2) adding a collection of all states in the NF so that they are retrievable in state operations, and (3) implementing the interfaces of state operations (get/put/delete).

```java
public static void main(...) {
    new OpenNFVisitor.visit(syntax_tree);
}
```

```java
public class OpenNFVisitor implements NFDCompiler{
    @Override public T visitInit(...) {
        AddAgentCode(...)
    }
    @Override public T visitStateDeclaration(...) {
        super.visitStateDeclaration(...);
    }
}
```

```java
public static void main(...) {
    new SGXVisitor.visit(syntax_tree);
}
```

```java
public class SGXVisitor implements NFDCompiler{
    List<String> sensitiveFunc;
    List<String> sensitiveData;
    @Override public T visitStateDeclaration(...) {
        sensitiveData.add(stateName);
    }
    @Override public T visitStateMatch(...) {
        FuncName = ...
        sensitiveFunc.add(FuncName);
    }
}
```
We build an OpenNF plugin for (1) and (2), and build an external library for (3). Fig. 9 shows part of plugin. The plugin override visitInit() and add the logic to start the OpenNF agent and declare allStates variable (line 6); it then overrides the visitStateDeclaration(), where the name of each state variable is added to allStates. By calling OpenNFVisitor.visit(syntax_tree), the code about (1) and (2) are instrumented to the final NF code.

In the external library, when get/put/delete a flow is called, the “List of all states” is iterated, each state would use [flow] to operate on the corresponding state instance. NFD links the external library with the OpenNF plugin generated code, and achieves an executable integrated with OpenNF.

Example of adding SGX protection. SGX protection needs to find out all NF state variables and state related functions, and seal them in a specially protected memory region. Fig. 10 shows the plugin for this. It overrides the visitStateDeclaration(), visitStateMatch(), and visitStateAction(). In each overriding function, the plugin collect the variable names and function names. Finally, the plugin outputs the list of state variables and functions. NFD use the list to generate an SGX configuration and compile the code with configuration, and outputs an SGX-enhanced executable.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION

| TABLE II: Lines of code in NFD partial implementation |
|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
| Component of NFD | Lines of Code |
| NFD model grammar | 234 (g4) |
| compiler frontend (automatically derived by Antlr) | 4.3k (Java) |
| compiler backend (generate C++ NF programs) | 1137 (Java) |
| C++ template (program structure, operators) for NFs | 752 (C++) |
| extension for OpenNF | 489 (C++) |
| extension for GPU | 668 (C++) |
| extension for DPDK | 167 (C++) |
| extension for SGX | 273 (C++) |

NFD Implementation. We write the syntax of NFD language in g4, and use Java Antlr4 to build the NFD compiler frontend (i.e., the parser) and the platform integration interfaces (syntax tree traversal function and callback functions). Then we implemented the preliminary compiler and plugins for different platforms. The lines of code of some components are listed in Table II.

The NFD compiler has a few tunable parameters. (1) It can configure whether to generate a packet NF or a bytestream NF. A packet NF operates on each packet using pcap library [25] and a bytestream one operates on each flow using socket. For example, a packet LB modifies the destination IP and port for each packet, while a stream-level LB terminates incoming TCP connection and relays byte streams to the next TCP connection. As the NF types is configured, the compiler would also perform a semantic check: packet operators cannot be applied to bytestreams and vice versa. (2) For environmental plugins (OpenNF, Intel SGX, GPU, DPDK), the NFD compiler has arguments to decide whether to add the plugins to NF programs.4

NF Development. We developed 14 NFs using NFD, spanning security-featured NFs (e.g., Firewall, heavy hitter detector, and flood detector), LBs (layer-3 and layer-4), NAT, monitors, and rate limiters. The typical NFs in Fig. 5 are used for representing results in this section. A complete list and testing results are in [18]. In addition, we also collect several commodity NFs to compare with NFD-based NFs (for logic and performance): they are Snort, PRADS, Balance, HAPProxy, and Click NAT [26]–[30].

Experiment Settings. All NF tests are on three servers connected to one switch, each server with Intel i9 CPU (10-core, 20-thread), 128GB memory, 10Gbps NIC, three NVIDIA GTX1080 Ti graphics cards, and 1TB SSD. And we collect the network traces in [31] to test our NFs. An NF experiment is performed in one of the following four ways: (1) Unit-1host: the network I/O is removed, and a prepared trace file is injected directly into the NF’s processing logic, and the NF runs merely on one host; (2) NS-1host: an NF runs as a native process on one physical host, and it is chained to a sender and a receiver on the same host using Linux Network Namespace and Open vSwitch (OVS) [32]; (3) VM-1host: the NF is wrapped up by a VM (using KVM [33]), and the NF-residing VM is chained to a receiver VM and a sender VM by OVS on the same host; (4) Native-2hosts: the NF runs on one host as a native (non-virtualized) process, and it is chained with a sender and a receiver on another physical host.

VII. EVALUATION

We show that NFD can save development workload, its NFs are functionally valid, the integration of NFs with platforms works correctly, and NFD can be used to develop complex NFs that equivalent to commodity ones.

A. Saving Development Workload

Comparing the LoC. Theoretically if we want to build n NFs in m environments, the traditional development method would cause a workload of $O(nm)$, while NFD can presumably reduce the workload to be $O(n + m)$.

We use the lines of code (LoC) to quantify the development workload. As in TABLE II, building the NFD framework needs 2123 LoC (234 for language grammar, 1137 for compiler backend, and 752 for NF template; the 4.3k LoC of derived frontend parser is not counted). With this platform established, each of the NF models costs 20 LoC on average. And the four environments cost 1597 LoC in total (489 for OpenNF, 668 for GPU, 167 for DPDK, and 273 for SGX). Thus the total development workload is 1877 LoC.

Among all final NF programs, their platform independent logic is usually 750+ LoC (from the template and SMAT). GPU platform works only for bytestream NFs (IDS, encryption), but the other three works for all. The combination by the time of this project, Intel SGX compiler does not support C++ STL. We replace C++ STL classes that are used in NFD by self-developed code. This change does not affect any steps of NFD. It only requires the SGX compiler to compile NF programs with the self-developed code. It would be resolved when Intel releases a SGX compiler supporting C++ STL.
of 14 NFs and 4 platforms cost totally about 700k LoC (750 × (489 + 167 + 273) + 668 × 2). Without NFD, these workloads would be undertaken by human programmers, which is a significant burden compared with the NFD approach (700k v.s. 1877).

Case study of SGX. In another empirical study, we compare the development man-hour of a non-NFD SGX-enhanced network monitor with that of a NFD-based one (details in § VII-C). For one of the authors, without NFD, it takes one week to learn SGX programming from an SGX expert, it takes another two days to build an SGX-enhanced network monitor (totally 72 man-hours for the student and some consulting time with the SGX expert). While using NFD, the graduate student spent one hour writing a network monitor SMAT model and less than one day building a SGX plugin (following the requirement from SGX), which only takes 8 man-hours for the student. Last but not least, that SGX plugin can be applied to any NF SMAT model in the future. NFD shows good potential to improve productivity.

B. Individual NF Validation

We show that NFD outputs logically correct NFs.

Logical correctness. Our basic methodology to validate an NF’s logic is to use traces to test whether the NFD-based NF has the same behaviors (to packets) as expected (either a commodity NF or pre-computed results). We compare the following pairs of NFs: (1) NFD-based Firewall v.s. Snort (using first 1M packets from the trace and tuning alert rules), (2) NFD-based bytestream LB v.s. Balance and HAProxy (tuning round-robin or hash mode), (3) NFD-based NAT v.s. Click NAT (tuning internal and external address pools). In the test result (in [18]), if NFs perform deterministic behaviors (e.g., IDSes, round-robin LBs), NFD-based NFs have the same behavior with the commodity NFs; if NFs have random behaviors (e.g. hash-based LB, NATs), the behaviors for each individual flow are not exactly the same between the NFD-based NFs and the commodity ones, but flows’ total behaviors for a pair (of the NFD-based NF and the commodity one) follow the same distribution (e.g., uniform distribution from frontends to backends in hash-based LBs, non-collision mapping from an internal address pool to an external one in NATs).

We then test whether NFD-based rate limiter has the expected rate control for flows. We set up a VM-1host experiment for the rate limiter, and tune the sending rate and the packet size. We draw the actual packet processing rate and throughput in Fig. 11. We conclude that there is an upper bound of the packet processing rate, which is about 1.67 mpps (the 64B bar of the rightmost group). And if the target rate is not too large to exceed this packet processing rate (i.e., Control_Rate/Packet_Size < 1.67 mpps), the rate limiter can control the sending rate accurately as the configuration.

Performance (Unit-1host). We test whether NFs’ performance is acceptable. We repeat the unit test on Firewall, tune the number of rules and granularity of rules, and measure the throughput and packet processing rate. Fig. 12 shows the performance in the case of 10 rules which deny traffic with a few IP (layer-3) or IP+Port (layer-4). We observe that (1) NFD-based firewall performs significantly better than Snort (2.5mpps v.s. <0.5mpps). By looking into the code, we find that the performance gap is from the implementation of flow-rule match: Snort uses linked list to store rules from the config and matches a packet one by one; but the rules in the NFD model are finally embedded into the code. Hence, our firewall has better performance. 5 (2) The NFD-based firewall configured with layer-3 rules has better performance than that with layer-4, but Snort does not show this trend. The reason is that Snort blindly parses any packets to layer 4, but NFD firewall would adapt the parsing depth to the configuration.

The performance of bytestream LBs lies in Fig. 13. The experiments are under Unit-1host (using the socket for inter-process communications between the sender, the NF, and the receiver). LBs are in round-robin mode and there are five backend servers in each experiment. We tune the number of incoming flows from the frontend. We observe that (1) NFD-based LB always has higher throughput than HAProxy, and it also outperforms Balance when there is only one flow. The reason is that Balance and HAProxy are commodity NFs with a lot of extra features (e.g., group-based round-robin in Balance, consumer-producer based I/O model in HAProxy). Although we carefully turn unused features off to make the comparison fair, the Balance and HAProxy program still silently execute some unused features, wasting CPU cycles. (2) Balance would outperform the other two LBs when there is more than one flow. The reason is that Balance would create a process (fork()) for each new connection, and thus leverage the multiple cores on the machine. But this advantage fails to increase when the server side is fully loaded (i.e., >5 flows for 5 backend servers).

We make a complete test for all NFs and list their performance in [18]. Unit performance tests show that NFD-based NFs have acceptable performance, and in a lot of cases they can be viewed as micro-services without redundant features, which gives them better performance.

Performance (Native-2hosts). We put NFs into a synthesized environment to see whether they would become the bottleneck of the system. We choose various NFs (stateful Firewall, stateless Firewall, NAPT, layer-3 LB) and tune the packet size (64B-1500B). Fig. 14 shows the throughput when these NFs use DPDK or libpcap. We observe that libpcap

5We use Snort 1.0 which only contains layer-3 and layer-4 parsing, and thus we can exclude the possibility that Snort has other CPU-consuming logic.
usually achieves <1mpps throughput, while DPDK NFs can achieve 1-5mpps throughput. For DPDK NFs, the throughput is constrained by the total bandwidth 10Gbps. Thus, NFD NFs could process packets at a line rate of the NIC.

C. NF-Platform Integration

We show the use cases of integrating NFs with environments, and measure their performance.

Accelerate processing with GPU. Atop CUDA Toolkit [34], the two operators — encryption and pattern matching — are integrated with bytestream NFs. The performance result is in Fig. 15. We have the following observations: GPU operators need more preparation time (e.g., copy data from memory to GPU), but accelerate performance by parallel computation. In Fig. 15a, GPU is slower in encrypting <6KB bytestream, but faster in large bytestreams; because the encryption chunks a bytestream and encrypts blocks in parallel. Similarly (Fig. 15b), GPU could match >5K patterns at a faster speed than CPU, but slower for <5k patterns, because these patterns are matched in parallel. GPU operators perform worse than CPU when preparation time dominates during the process.

Alternative packet I/O using DPDK. NFD provisions NFs with different packet I/O drivers (DPDK and Libpcap) and deploys them in the path of two end-hosts. Fig. 16 shows that end-to-end RTT in VM-based test. Benefiting from the kernel bypass technology, DPDK has about 10X smaller RTT than libpcap (405us v.s. 6952us).

NF state management with OpenNF. We port NFD-based NFs to an OpenNF platform. We use NFD-based Firewall to replace the NFs in the state move experiment in the OpenNF report (§ 8.1.1 and Fig.10 in [2]) and repeat the experiment. We observe NFD-based Firewall successfully interacts with the OpenNF controller, and the experiment result is in [18]. We draw the similar conclusion as in OpenNF [2]: (1) the stricter state migration requirement (no guarantee (NG) > loss-free

(F) > order-preserving (OP)) makes the state move time and packet latency longer; (2) the optimizations (parallelizing (PL) and late-locking-early-release (LLER)) in OpenNF improve the state move time and packet latency.

Enhance NF security with SGX. We use NFD to generate three pairs of NFs — flow counter (FC), packet load balancer (LB), and NAPT. Each pair has one NF without SGX protection and one with it to protect states. We set up Unit-1host for these NFs, tune the number of flows, and measure their performance in Fig. 17. We observe that NFD NFs can achieve 1mpps in SGX environment, which is acceptable. But compared with the same setting without SGX, where the throughput is usually >10 mpps, we conclude that SGX environment is the bottleneck.

D. Case Study: Complex NF Development

Replace NF chains by consolidating them. In current NFV systems, NFs are fixed and chained to get complex functionality. NFD could provide an alternative solution — consolidating NF models and generate one executable.
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the SMATs of these four NF models and compiling the merged model to a synthesized NF program.

Evaluation shows that the NFD-based NF has equivalent logic compared with pfSense, but a small performance degradation (Fig. 19, e.g., 1.68 vs. 2.08 gbps when packet size is 512B). The degradation is caused by the non-optimal (but universal) data structure and redundant parsing in NFD, which is the tradeoff between the agile development and performance and can possibly be improved using compilation optimization techniques.

VIII. DISCUSSION AND RELATED WORK

Design choice of NFD Language. NFD “summarizes” the programming abstractions from existing development and modeling frameworks (with two own new abstractions). The language is interchangeable with most existing languages, e.g., SNAP [17], VFP [1], P4 [36]. As long as the compiler of other frameworks could provide the same syntax tree modification interfaces, the methodology in NFD can be applied similarly.

Deployment progress. NFD is currently anonymously open sourced in [18]. Its model-based NFs have recently been released on OpenNetVM [37].

NF development frameworks Most recent NF development frameworks target one environment or platform, and summarize NF programming abstractions, such as packet parsing, filtering, transformation [12], [13], and NFD complements the part for cross-platform integration. Modular NF development [21], [38] eases the composition of NFs, but they do not target cross-platform deployment, because intra-module logic are still ad hoc and not designed to be platform independent.

NF management frameworks Traditional NF management frameworks [3], [37], [39]–[41] view NF as monolithic logical unit, which does not help logic design inside NFs. And several platform specific development/porting solutions are bound with the environment related features (e.g., SGX, GPU, OpenNF, DPDK) [2], [6], [7], [9]–[11], [34], [42], [43], which lack cross-platform abstractions. Thus, we believe NFD would complement the insufficiency of existing development frameworks/methodologies by NF logic (re-)design and cross-platform adaptation.

NF Frameworks for other purposes. A few recent NFV frameworks are proposed for various requirements [44], [45], into which NFD would be a great help to port NFs. SNF [38] proposed DAG-based NF chains can be synthesized to eliminate cross-NF redundancy, where NFD NF models can contribute to the synthesizing. Like DPDK, other IO acceleration solutions (e.g., mTCP [46]) can also override NFD I/O. CHC requires NF states to be identified for integration [47]; Metron [41] requires to anatomize NFs and offloads stateless part to hardware; VFP and Eden [1], [22] also implement NFs on both software and hardware. For these frameworks, NFD would be beneficial by automating NF program analysis and porting using its compiler plugin.

Other Inspirations. NFD is inspired by several works. (1) Packet processing operators (e.g., “resubmit”) are also used in OVS and P4 [32], [36]. (2) Devoflow [48] proposes “rule clone” to control switch rule explosion, and NFD adopts this idea in the state abstraction. (3) The model language is inspired by several NF modeling works (like DFA [49] and stateful table [24], and also NF modeling language [17]).

IX. CONCLUSION

We built a cross-platform NF development framework named NFD. It has a platform-independent language to develop NF models; its compiler provides interfaces to operate on the model and integrate platform-specific features. We show the cases to develop 14 NFs with 6 platforms. Our evaluation demonstrates NFD’s feasibility by developing NFs with less workload, valid logic and performance, platform compatibility, and commodity-equivalent complex logic.
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